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Abstract

Game reviews and player ratings have an effect on the commercial success of games. They are used extensively by game developers to gauge the success of their titles and by potential buyers to make more informed purchase decisions. However, their potential influence on player experience remains uncertain. We investigated how game reviews and user comments influence players’ affective states and experiences during game play. We found that both professional reviews and user comments (especially the negative comments) affected experience measured through game ratings, and that this effect was not mediated by changes in players’ moods. Our results are important to the game industry because of the meaningful negative effect that user and critic comments can have on individual player experience and the resulting commercial success of a game.
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1 Introduction

In games, experience is king. Game reviews can be viewed as expert experience reports giving players an idea of what to expect from the game they want to buy [Larsen 2008]. In addition, reviews act as more than just purchase guides, they play a role in shaping our understanding of the reviewed games [Zagal et al. 2009] and of ourselves as gamers [Ivory 2006]. Game publishers have acknowledged the importance of reviews for selling their games, and use review aggregation sites to gauge the success of their titles and to determine funding for game franchises. For example, the website Metacritic aggregates reviews from both professional game critics and game players and is used by players to decide whether or not they will purchase a game. However, due to the voice these online review sites provide to game players, the role of professional critics has found competition in consumer word-of-mouth and peer comments. Thus, it is currently unclear who—critics or peers—has the most persuasive power.

Due to the prevalence of game reviews and user comments, players form opinions about games before having played them. What remains uncertain is how exposure to these reviews influences player experience, whether the source (e.g., critic or peer) matters, and whether the player experience results from the player’s opinion of the game, or is mediated by a change in their mood. The biasing of attitudes and opinions is not a new topic in social psychology, economics, or marketing. However, biasing caused by textual reviews has received little attention in the fields of game user research and human–computer interaction, especially regarding its effect on player experience.

We present a study examining the effects of review text on player experience. The review text was manipulated to be either positive or negative in tone, either relevant to the subsequent gameplay or not, and derived from either an authority (i.e., critic) or peer (i.e., user). Our results show: 1) Players who read the negative text rated the game significantly lower than players who read positive text; 2) The text had to relate directly to the game to produce biasing effects; 3) The authority of the source (expert or peer) did not produce different biasing effects; 4) The effects could not be solely attributed to changes in mood as a result of reading the text; and 5) Negative text has a larger biasing effect than positive text.

Important for our understanding of biasing effects and player experience in general, our results have particular relevance to the game industry where it is common practice to release games to critics and the media prior to the public release date to get early reviews.

2 Related work

Previous work has shown that negative stimuli have a significantly greater effect on an individual than positive stimuli. In their literature review, Baumeister et al. [2001] concluded that bad is stronger than good in almost every area of psychology. For example, it has been shown that negative information is more attention grabbing [Baumeister et al. 2001; Fiske 1980], influences impression more, [Fiske 1980], is remembered better [Prato and John 1991], and is processed more carefully cognitively than positive information [Baumeister et al. 2001]—resulting in a greater biasing effect of negative stimuli.

The persuasive biasing power of experts and peers has been explored in the domains of movies [Reinstein and Snyder 2005], e-commerce [Sundar et al. 2009], advertising [Yi 1990] and news [Sundar et al. 2007]. However, there has only been little investigation in the domain of game research. One exception is a recent industrial study investigating effects of game ratings on perceived game quality and game value [Jenkins et al. 2010]. In this study, players were shown a high, low, or no game score and an accompanying comment, such as “Game of the year!” The authors found when players were exposed to a high review score (e.g., 90%) they were more likely to rate a game higher than if they were exposed to a low review score (e.g., 61%). The authors concluded that showing players high game review scores will cause higher player ratings, but attributed their results to anchoring [Tversky and Kahneman 1974]. Anchoring is a biasing effect where an individual’s ability to estimate is biased toward a previously known value. Thus, for example, people asked to estimate if a price is more or less than 10 dollars are more likely to guess lower values than those who are asked if a price is more or less than a 1000 dollars.
we cannot know whether the results seen in Jenkins et al. [2010] are due only to effects of anchoring, or whether they change the player’s perceptions of the game. In our experiment, we eliminated all anchoring effects; we did not present review scores, ratings, or value to players. Instead players only read an affective text stimulus. The use of affective text unrelated to a task to bias participants via a change in their mood is known as affective priming [Yi 1990]. We investigate affective priming through the use of movie reviews.

If players reading game reviews are invested in evaluating the information in the review, they will expend cognitive effort in the systematic processing of that information [Chaiken 2003]. They may also use cues, such as the length of the review or the review source, to give weight to the information they have read—a mechanic known as heuristic processing [Chaiken 2003; Sundar 2007]. Heuristically-processed cues are based on biases players have; for example, that a number of corroborating positive ratings are indicative of quality. The latter is called the bandwagon heuristic: if others think something is good, then I will think that it is good, too [Sundar 2007; Sundar et al. 2007; Sundar et al. 2009]. Another related heuristic cue is the authority heuristic: if an expert thinks something is good, I will agree [Sundar et al. 2009].

In the present study, we explore the effect of game reviews, user comments, and movie reviews on player experience.

3 Experiment

Our study asks five main research questions:

1. Does the positive or negative tone in review text affect player experience?
2. Does the relevance of the review text to the task matter?
3. Does the authority (expert or peer) of the authors matter?
4. Can the experience differences be explained by changes in mood?
5. How do our results compare to reading no review text?

3.1 Games

We used two little-known games: Tag: The Power of Paint, a 3D puzzle shooter, and Fancy Pants Adventures (FPA), a 2D platform game. The primary factor in choosing games was obscurity—the games had to be of professional quality but publicly unknown, so that users did not have prior first or second hand experience with them. No participant expressed prior knowledge of either game when asked after they completed the study.

3.2 Experimental Design and Affective Text Stimuli

We used a 3 Source (Game Critic, User Comments, Movie Critic) by 2 Valence (positive, negative) between-subjects design. The sources were either relevant to the task (Game Critic and User Comments) or not (Movie Critic) and were either authoritative (Game or Movie Critic) or peers (User Comments). We also included a control group, who did not read any review text, resulting in seven groups.

We created the review text by modifying real reviews and user comments to ensure that the text stimuli were comparable across conditions and as authentic as possible. For Movie Critic reviews, we modified reviews of obscure films to ensure that participants’ response to review text was not influenced by their opinions of the review subject. To create the positive and negative versions, we used affectively-charged antonyms. As an example, the statement “I love this game” in the positive condition would be “I hate this game” in the negative condition. The content and subject matter between conditions was maintained as much as possible. For example, if the positive condition discussed the camera positioning, so did the negative condition.

For the Game and Movie Critic reviews, we used multiple corroborating reviews to alleviate participant skepticism surrounding a single review. To increase participant buy-in, they were informed that the text had been taken from a professional review website. In all cases, the review text was about 1000 words. To ensure that the affective tone (positive or negative) of our text was comparable across conditions, we used the Linguistic Inquiry Word Count (LIWC) text analysis tool [Pennebaker et al. 2011] to measure the valence of review text for each game (see Table 1).

3.3 Participants and Procedure

Seventy participants (29 female), aged 18–36 (M=24) years began by completing a demographic survey, and then were randomly assigned to a group, balancing for sex. Players then completed the experiment using a custom system to deploy the games and gather the survey responses.

Players first provided their pre-text baseline valence rating using the self-assessment manikin (SAM) [Lang et al. 1980], a pictorial 9-point scale commonly used to self-report valence. Players then read the text corresponding to their test group (or read nothing in the control group). They were required to answer questions related to the text to ensure they systematically processed the information, and did not rely solely on heuristic cues [Chaiken 2003]. Players then provided their valence rating again, played the game for 15 minutes, and provided a final valence rating. Half of the participants played Tag first, the other half played FPA first. To evaluate their experience, players wrote a short game review and provided a game rating on a 100-point scale. This procedure was repeated for the second game. Before providing their ratings, players were never shown numerical scores to ensure that there were no anchoring effects [Tversky and Kahneman 1974] (when exposure to a numerical rating would influence a player’s own numerical rating) as seen in Jenkins et al. [2010]. To help players choose scores, and to aim for consistency across players in their interpretation of the ratings scale, a score guideline was provided (0–19: I hated it; 20–49: I didn’t like this; 50–74: It was ok, but I’m rather indifferent; 75–89: It was good, but room for improvement; 90–100: I loved it).

3.4 Data Analyses and Dependent Measures

Our dependent measures are user ratings on a scale of 1–100 and user valence ratings from the SAM. These do not meet the assumptions of normality and equal variance measured using the Shapiro-Wilk test for normality. As such, we used the Mann-Whitney Test for all between-groups tests, and the Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test for within-player comparisons [Huck and Cormier 1996]. Only data
from the first game played are presented, because initial analysis showed that players consistently discovered the experimental manipulation after playing the first game and answering the surveys, biasing the data from the second game. Consistent with previous work [Chaiken 2003; Jenkins et al. 2010; Chaiken and Maheswaran 1994], we discarded the data from the biased game trial.

4 Results

Does the valence of text affect the experience? Players who read positive text rated the game significantly higher than players who read negative text ($Z = 3.6, p \approx .000, M^+ = 72.9, SE^+ = 2.6$) ($M^- = 51.3, SE^- = 4.4$).

*Figure 1: Means (±SE) for user game rating scores by source of affective text and valence of affective text.*

Does the relevance of the affective text to the task matter? Tests for each text source (game critic, user comments, and movie critic) showed that reading positive text resulted in higher ratings than reading negative text for the players reading game critic reviews ($Z = 2.8, p = .004$) and user comments ($Z = 2.5, p = .011$) for the game that they subsequently played, but not for players reading movie critic reviews ($Z = 1.0, p = .315$). See Figure 1.

Does the authority (expert or peer) of the source matter? The experience ratings for players reading negative game critic (expert) and user (peer) text were not significantly different ($Z = -1.5, p = .127$). Neither were ratings for players reading positive game critic and user text ($Z = -1.7, p = .081$). See Figure 1.

*Figure 2: Means (±SE) of valence ratings (9-point scale, higher is more pleasant) for pre-text, post-text, and post-game by source and valence (+, −) of affective text.*

Can the valence results be explained by a change in mood as a result of reading positive or negative text? We were interested in determining whether reading the affective text had a direct impact on player experience, or whether it caused a change in players’ overall affective state (mood), which then had an impact on player experience. We had asked participants to rate their mood both prior to and directly after reading the affective review text. We compared these two ratings for each of the six groups (3 Source × 2 Valence) and found that none of the differences were significant except for those who read positive movie text ($Z = 2.1, p = .034$). As Figure 2 shows, reading the positive movie review text improved players’ self-rated valence. All other differences failed to reach significance ($p_{game^-} = .666, p_{user^-} = .103, p_{movie^-} = .336, p_{game^+} = .085, p_{user^+} = .230$).

*How do our results compare to reading no review text? We included a control group that read no review text before playing the game to see whether the positive reviews were improving play experience or the negative reviews were worsening play experience. Players reading negative affective text rated the game lower than players reading no text at all ($Z = 3.0, p = .002$), but players reading positive affective text rated the game no differently than players reading no text at all ($Z = 1.2, p = .259$). See Figure 1.*

5 Discussion

There are several results to take away from this study:

1. Reading negative review text negatively influences player experience.
2. To affect player experience, the text must relate to the game (e.g., a review of the game played).
3. The authority of the source does not matter; the peer and expert sources did not differ significantly in their influence on experience.
4. There was no significant difference in mood for players before and after reading game reviews and user comments.
5. The positive review text provides no positive benefit over no review text at all.

We next discuss the meaning of our findings and how they compare to prior work, their industrial relevance, and future research directions.

5.1 Valence Effects and Review Source

In our experiment we showed that the valence of review text significantly affected player experience. We further show that the negative text had a greater effect on player experience, and that the authority of the related review source (critic versus peer) does not matter. Interestingly, our results suggest that the observed effect on player experience was not primarily mediated by changes in player valence. If this were the case, reading the affective text would produce a change in mood, which would then produce a resulting change in player experience. Our results show that although the differences in player ratings were significant between the groups who read positive or negative reviews, the reviews did not produce a consistent and corresponding affective state change. It could be that the SAM ratings data was too noisy to find significant differences, but Figure 2 shows no consistent pattern, thus we are quite confident that the ratings differences cannot be attributed to changes in overall mood.

Our findings also suggest a primary contributing factor is relevance of the text to the game being played. The game reviews and user comments about the game produced a consistent and significant difference in player game ratings, while the movie reviews did not.

5.2 Explanations of the Observed Effects

We believe that systematic processing of the review text influenced players’ opinions of and experience with the game; however, previous literature has suggested that changes in experience could be explained by heuristic cues, anchoring, or affective priming. We address each of these in turn.

The *bandwagon heuristic* suggests that if others think that something is good, then I will agree, while the *authority heuristic* sug-
gests that if an expert thinks something is good, then I will agree. Previous literature on the effects of experts and peers [Sundar 2007; Sundar et al. 2009] has shown the authority heuristic can be superseded by a bandwagon heuristic. Our results showed no differences in player experience after reading expert reviews or user comments. It is possible that systematic processing of the negative review text caused the prioritization and interpretations of negative content to overshadow any authority or bandwagon heuristic effects. In addition, we did not observe a difference between the control condition and any of the positive conditions, suggesting that when information is systematically processed, heuristic cues are less effective.

**Affective priming** uses a stimulus, unrelated to the task or object to be viewed, to change a participant’s affective state or mood [Yi 1990]. In our movie review condition, we did see a positive impact of a positive review on players’ moods, but not a negative impact of a negative review. However, there was no effect on player experience, thus our results cannot be explained by affective priming. Because the review text had to be related to the game to show effects, we can assume that task-relevance has a much stronger effect on player experience than affective priming.

**Anchoring** is a biasing effect where an individual’s ability to estimate is biased toward a previously-known value. In previous work, players exposed to a negative rating of a game rated that game lower themselves [Jenkins et al. 2010]. This is clearly an effect of anchoring, so the previous work does not show that player experience was actually affected. In our study, we did not present the players with any numerical ratings, so the content and tone of the review text was causing the difference in player experience. Thus, our results cannot be attributed to anchoring.

We conclude it is cognitive processing and interpretation of negative text that has the greatest effect on player experience, not anchoring, affective priming, or heuristic cues. However, additional work examining the methods and effects of information processing, is required to confirm this.

### 5.3 Effects on Player Experience

Although we observed changes in game ratings as a result of reading affective reviews, the question remains whether the ratings differences were a result of a change in actual player experience or a reflection of the player’s cognitive rationalization of their experience with the review text. In the former situation, a player who read a negative game review would actually not enjoy the experience as much as a player who read a positive review. In the latter, both players would have a similar experience; however, the one who read a negative review would interpret their experience as having been more negative.

To consider this, we can look at how players’ moods changed over the course of gameplay. A significant correlation between review score and post-play SAM ratings (Spearman’s ρ = .42, p ≈ .000) show that the player’s self-rated affective state and their rating of the game correspond. So although reading the review text failed to produce an observable change in players’ affective state, playing the game after reading the review text did. The more positive that participants were feeling after playing, the higher they rated the game. This result leads us to think that actual experience was changed, but to better explore this question we must measure player experience during play. We plan to investigate this issue by measuring player experience at the physiological level [Mandryk 2008], which would tell us if the biasing effects from affective reviews are mirrored physiologically during play or if the mind tells a different story than the body.

### 5.4 Practical and Industrial Considerations

Compared to no affective text, negative reviews and user comments had a detrimental effect on player experience, whereas positive reviews produced little to no relative improvement. These results have practical significance for game designers, online community managers, and marketers.

Unlike other products, games provide entertainment experiences that not only require an investment of money but also of personal leisure time, which makes an informed purchase decision important for players. Game reviews facilitate this decision by providing player experience reports, giving players an idea of what to expect from the game they want to buy. It is standard practice for developers and publishers to show a game to media outlets prior to its release. If the game is well received, it can generate hype, which can translate into sales. Our results suggest that reading a positive review does not provide benefit in terms of player experience over reading no review, but that a negative review can significantly harm player experience, which would likely generate a negative hype effect. Therefore, negative reviews should be avoided, for example through a critic-proofing approach to playability testing [Livingston et al. 2010].

In an online community this negative effect can snowball as players who are influenced by critic reviews may in turn post negative comments online, influencing an even larger player population. As this cycle continues with new players reading and being influenced by the negative press, the bottom line of a game in terms of sales and future sequels could be negatively affected.

### 5.5 Limitations of the Study

We took care in our study design to eliminate influencing effects (e.g., anchoring), to remove any confounds from the stimuli (e.g., content, length, number of authors), and to test all conditions that would explain the nature of the effects (e.g., relevant text, authority or peer). Still, there are a few limitations in our work. The SAM results for the control condition show that players who read no text were happier than players in any of the other conditions. Reading and summarizing the text was not as fun as getting straight to the game, which is not surprising, but requires that we take care when interpreting differences between the control condition and other forms of play. In addition, our play sessions were conducted immediately following the reading of reviews and for a single, short duration. More work needs to investigate whether the effects hold for longer or repeated play sessions, for play sessions that occur long after reading the reviews, and for games a player is anticipating or is previously familiar with.

### 6 Conclusion

Game reviews and player ratings have an effect on the commercial success of games, but it has not been clear how game reviews affect player experience. We investigated how positive and negative text influences players’ affective states and their play experiences. Our results show: 1) Players who read the negative text rated the game significantly lower than players who read positive text; 2) The text must be relevant and related to the game to produce significant player experience effects; 3) The authority of the text (expert or peer) did not influence the biasing effect; 4) The effects could not be explained by changes in mood as a result of reading affective text; and 5) Negative affective text has a larger biasing effect than positive affective text, likely due to the more careful processing of the negative information. Important for our understanding and analysis of player experience, our results have particular rele-
vance to the game industry where it is common practice to release games to critics and the media prior to the public release date.
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